
Glossary

abioticThenonliving pars of the environment such as . ProPerties of that element-

water, air and temperature. (alss ulkl *brcttc {dog\ automation The process of automatically controlling
accessory organs Organs that produce digestive juices ' machines using robotics and computers.

that are released into the digestive tract.

aciil rain Rain that has been made more acidic than
normal by pollutants in the atmosphere.

adaptation A characteristic that helps an organism sur-
vive in its habitat.

air mass A large body of air that has roughly uniform
temperature and humidity throughout.
air pollution A condition of the air when it contains
large amounts of foreign substances causing it to be
contaminated.

ampliruile The height of the crest or the depth of the *.
trough of a wave measured from the undisturbed sur-
face.

aphelion The position in Earth's orbit when it is far-
thest from the sun.

appplieil force A force that is directly applied to an ob-
jea by a person or another object.
aquafic succession The gradual change of a lake com-
munity into a forest community.
artery Blood vessel that carries blood away from the
heart.

artificial safullite A human-made device placed above
the atmosphere in orbit around Earth.

asexual rEroiluction Reproduction that involves only
one parent, producing offspring that are genetically
identical to the parent.

assembly line The manufacturering process of produc-
ing a product by moving the item from one work sta-
tion to the next work station.
asteroiils Pieces of rock of many different sizes and
shapes that revolve around the sun.

astronomical unit (AU) The average distance from
Earth to the sun.

asymmetricat Not balanced around a cenral point or
line.

atunosphere The gases that surround Earth.

atomThe smallest particle of an element that has

axis of rotation An imaginary line through an object,
around which the object spins.

B
bar graph A graph used to compare observations of
different groups using bars.

bedrock The unbroken, solid rock portion of Earth's
crust.

bias Apoint of view based on a predetermined idea or
prejudice.

bilaural symmetry A body shape that is balanced
around a central line.

biodiuersityThe great variety of living things.
biogeochemical cycles Processes that move important
life-sustaining substances in and out of the atmos-
phere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere.

biome A large region with its own characteristic group
of plants and animals. AIso, a distinct type of environ-
ment, such as oceans, deserts, tropical rain forests, and
the liozen Arctic tundra.

biosphere The zone on or near Earth's surface that con-

blood uessels Tubes of tissues through which blood
flows.

boiling The rapid change in phase from liquid to gas,

during which bubbles of gas form within the liquid.
boiling pointThe ternperature at which a substance
changes rapidly fiom a liquid to a gas.

bronchi In humans, the two tubes that branch off from
the lower end of the trachea, connecting it to the
lungs.

buoyancy The tendency ofan object to float.
buoyant Able to float.
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c
camouflage An adaptation that causes an organism to
blend in with its environment.
capillary A tiny blood vessel that connects arteries to
veins, through which materials are exchanged between
the blood and the body's cells.

carbon cycleThe process that circulates oxygen and car-
bon dioxide into and out of the atmosphere.
cardiac muscle The type of muscle that the heart is
made of.

carniuore An animal that easts only meat.
cartilage A flexible tissue that acts as a cushion between
bones and provides flexibility at the ends of bones.

cell The basic unit of all living things.
cell membraneThe outer covering, or "skin," of a cell,
which controls the flow of materials into and out of
the cell.

cellular respiretion A life process that occurs in all cells;
in which nutrients from digested food are combined
with oxygen to release energy and produce the wastes
carbon dioxide and water.

cell wall A rigid structure that surrounds the cell mem-
brane in plant cells.

centriole An organelle found in animal cells that helps
with cell division.
chemical bondThe link that joins one atom to another
in a molecule.

chemical change A change that results in the formation
of one or more new substances; a chemical reaction.
chemical enery A form of potential energy stored in
the bonds of atoms and molecules.

chemical property A characteristic that a substance dis-
plays when it undergoes a change to a new substance
or substances.

chlorophyll A green substance found in the leaves of
plants, which is necessary for photosynthesis to take
place.

chloroplasts The organelle in plant cells that contains
chlorophyll.
chromosome Tiny threadlike structures found in the nu-
cleus of a cell that carry genetic information.
ciliaTiny hairlike structures in a cell.

cleauage Rapid cell division that results in smaller,
identical cells that allows azygote to develop into an
embryo.

climate The long-term average weather over a large area.

climax community A final community that is not re-
placed through ecological succession.

coal A black rock formed from the remains of ancient
swamp plants; it is a fossil fuel.
cold frontThe boundary formed when a cool air mass
pushes into and under a warm air mass.

comet A relatively small object made up of roch ice,
and dust that orbits the sun in a long, stretched-out,
elliptical orbit.
community All the different populations that live
within a habitat.

competition The struggle among organisms, both of the
same and of different species, for food, space, and
mates"

composition What something is made of.
conclusion A final inference that is based on several ob-
servations.

conderxation The changing of water vapor into
droplets of liquid water; more generally, the change in
state from gas to liquid.
conseruation ( 1 ) Preventing an increase or decrease.
(2) The saving of natural resources through wise use.

constellation A pattern formed by stars in the night sky,
which reminded people of animals or characters in an-
cient my,ths.

consumer An organism that obtains nutrients by eating
other organisms.

contour interual The elevation difference between two
adjacent contour lines.

contour line Aline on a topographic map that connects
points of equal elevation.
control (1) verb-To regulate a variable that should not
be allowed to change. (2) noun-The control group.
control groupThe group of samples that were not
treated with the independent variable.

conuergent boundary A crustal plate boundary pro-
duced when two plates come together.
core Earth's center, which is made up of an outer and
inner zone.

crop A digestive system organ in birds and earthworms
that stores food.

crustThe outermost rock layer of Earth, which contains
all of Earth's surface features.

cytoplasm The watery substance that fills the cell where
most life processes occur.

/D
decomposer An organism that breaks down the remains
and wastes of other living things.
density The quantity that compares the mass of an ob-
ject to its volume:

densrty:
volume'

dependent variable The property you measure in an ex-
periment that responds to changes in the independent
variable.The responding variable.
designing In manufacturering, the act of producing a
plan or procedure for a desired result.
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digestion The breaking down of the nutrients into a

useable form.

digestiue tractThe tube through which food travels and

is changed into a form that the body can use.

displacement A method of finding volume by placing

an obiect in a liquid and measuring the increase in
volume of the liquid.
diuergent boundary When hot, molten rock moves up

toward Earth's surface and pushes crustal plates apart.

Dryter ffiaThe apparent change in the fiequency of a

wave (light or sound) that occurs when the source

and/or the observer are in motion relative to each other.

ilrag A force that opposes the forward motion of an

obiect in a fluid (liquid or gas).

drougJtt A weather condition caused by lower-than-

normal amount of precipitation for an extended pe-

riod of time.

dwarf planet A celestial body that orbits around a star

(but is not a star or a satellite), has enough mass that
its gravity makes it spherically shaped, and has not
cleared rocky obiects from its orbit.

E

earthquake A shaking or vibrating of Earth's cfl'rst, usu-

ally caused by the sudden movement of rocks sliding
along a fault.

eclipseAn event during which the moon's shadow falls

on Earth, or Earth's shadow falls on the moon.

ecological succession The natural process by which one

community of living things is replaced by another

community in an orderly, predictable sequence, until a

stable climax communitY aPPears.

ecology The study of the interaction between organisms

and their environment.
ecosystem The living members of a community plus the

nonlMng elements of their environment.

egg cell The female sex cell.

electrical enery A form of energy produced by the flow
of electrons fiom one point to another point.

electromagnetic spectrum A continuous band of electro-

magnetic energy waves that include: radio waves, mi-
crowaves, infrared waves, visible light, ultraviolet light,
x-rays, and gamma rays.

eliminationThe removal of undigested materials from
the body.

etlipse An oval-like shape that discribes the shape of
the orbit of a revolving body around the sun.

energy The ability to do work.

environmentThe surroundings in which an organism
lives, including both living and nonliving things.

epithelial A tissue lhat covers and protects organs.

erosionThe process whereby rock material at Earth's

surface is removed and carried away.

ethics Standards of behavior.

euaporation The changing of liquid water into water

vapor (gaseous water); more generally, the change in
state from liquid to gas.

wolution The scientific explanation of the develop-

ment of new species.

excretion The process of removing the waste products

of cellular respiration from the organism.

expeimentnl groupThe group of samples in an

experiment that are treated with the independent

variable.

extinctionThe process of becoming extinct and no

longer existing.

F

faultingThe process in which internal forces cause

Earth's crust to break and slide along a fracture called a

fault.

fertilizntionThe ioining of an egg cell and a sperm cell

during senual reproduction to begin the development

of a new individual.

ftagellum A tail-like structure that spins like a pro-
peller, found in some unicellular organisms.

flooding An overflow of water onto land that is not
usually under water.

foldingThe process whereby rock layers in Earth's crust

are squeezed into wavelike patterns called folds.

food chain A sequence of organisms through which nu-

trients are passed along in an ecosytem.

food web A number of interconnected food chains.

force Apush or a pull.

fossil The remains of traces of an ancient organism.

fossil fuels A fuel that was formed from the remains of
ancient plants or animals; examples include oil, coal,

and natural gas.

frame of reference Apoint against which the motion of
ari object is measured.

freezing (1) The change in phase from liquid to solid.

(2) The storing of food at temperatures below 0'C
(32'F) to slow the growth of microorganisms that can

spoil food.

freezing point The temperature at which a substance

changes fiom a liquid to a solid.

frequency The number of waves that pass by a fixed

point in a given amount of time.

friction A force that opposes the forward motion of an

obiect that is in contact with another obiect.

frontTheboundary between two different air masses.

fuel Amaterial that can produce useful energy such as

coal, oil, and wood.

full moonThe phase of the moon that occurs when
Earth is between the sun and the moon, so that all of
the moon's lighted side can be seen from Earth.
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G
galary A large cluster of billions of stars.

gametp A cell-sperm or egg-used in sexual rerpoduc-
tion.
gene A piece of genetic information that influences a
trait.
genetic information Information that determines traits
and is stored in chromosomes.
gills An organ in fish that absorbs oxygen from water.
gizzaril An organ in birds, earthworms, and insects that
grinds material into smaller pieces.

glanil An organ that makes and secretes (releases)
chemicals called hormones.
global warming An increase in temperature believed to
be caused by an increase in greenhouse gas emissions"
graduatnd cyliniler A laboratory tool used to measure
the volume of a liquid.
grauity A force that atftacts two objects.
growth The increase in size of an organism.

H
habitat The particular environment in which an organ-
ism lives.

heat energy A form of kinetic energy associated with vi-
brating molecules.

herbiuore An animal that eats only plants.

hibernate To enter a sleeplike state ofreduced body ac-
tivity; how some animals survive the winter.
high-pressure system An area in the atmosphere where
air is sinking, causing high surface air pressure; also
called a high.

hormone A chemical "messenger" secreted by a gland
into the bloodstream, which, when carried to an
organ, makes it respond in some way.

H-R diagram A graph that shows the grouping of stars
when the temperature and absolute brightness of
many stars are plotted.

hunicane A huge rotating storm that forms over the
ocean in the tropics, with strong winds and heavy
rains.

hydroelectric energy Electricity produced by using the
energy of flowing water to turn the turbines of a gener-
ator.

hyilrosphere The liquid water part of Earth.

hypothesis A proposed answer to a problem based on
observations and research.

I

igneous roch Avolcanic rock formed by the cooling
and hardening of hot, liquid rock material.
indepenilent uartable The variable that is manipulated
(changed) during an experiment.

inference A conclusion or prediction based on an ob-
servation or known information.
ingestion The process of taking in food.
inquiry A way of asking questions and finding answers
to gain a better understanding of the natural world.
insects Organisms that have six legs and an external
skeleton.

irsulation Material used to reduce or slow the flow of
heat from one area to another.
insulator A material through which electricity cannot
flow.

inuolunury muscle Muscles that we do not consciously
control.
isobars A line on a weather map that connects points
ofequal air pressure.

K
kilogram The metric unit for mass.

kinetic enerry Energy that an objea has because of its
motion.

L
landform A large land feature defined by its height,
steepness ofslope, and type ofbedrock present.

lava Melted volcanic rock material on Earth's surface.

Law of Consertation of Energy Energy can neither be
created nor destroyed.

Law of Conseruation of Matter Matter can neither be
created nor destroyed in a chemical reaction.
life cycle The changes that an organism undergoes as it
develops and produces offspring.
lift A force perpendicular to the movement of an ob-
ject in a liquid (liquid or gas).

ligament A tissue that connects bones to bones.

ligfut-yearThe distance that light travels in one year,
about 9.46 trillion kilometers.
line graph A graphical tool used to show the relation-
ship between two variables, the independent variable
and the dependent variable, by using lines.

liurThe metric unit of volume.
lithosphere The solid part of Earth.

locomotion The movement of the body from place to
place.

low-pressure system An area in the atmosphere where
air is rising, causing low surface air pressure; also
called a low.

lymph A fluid that bathes all body cells and acts as a
go-between in the exchange of materials between the
blood and the cells.

lymph vesseLs Tubes in which waste-laden lymph is col-
lected and returned to the bloodstream.
lysosome A cell organelle that stores digestive en4rmes.

l

I

L
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M
magma Melted volcanic rock material underground.

main sequence A classification of stars that range {?om

cool, dim stars to hot, bright stars.

mammals Hairy animals that provide milk to their
youn8.

mammary glands The female breasts, which produce
milk to nourish newborn offspring.

mantle The layer of Earth below the crust.

manufacturing The process of changing materials into
products to use or sell.

massThe amount of matter in an object.

mass production A production system that produces

large quantities of a product in shorter amounts of time.

matter Anything that has mass and takes up space.

mean TF,e arithmetic avearge.

mechanical enery A form of kinetic energy in a mov-
ing object that is doing work.

meilian The measured result that is halfi,vay between
the top and the bottom in an ordered list.

medium Matter that allows mechanical waves to pass

through it.
meiosis A type of cell division that produces the sex

cells-sperm and egg.

melting The change in state from solid to liquid.

melting pointThe temperature at which a substance
changes from a solid to a liquid.
metamorphic rock A rock produced when existing ig-

neous or sedimentary rock undergoes a change in form
caused by great heat, pressure, or both.

metamorphosis The process involving a complete
change in body form during development from iuve-
nile to adult stages.

meteor Arock fragment from space that enters Earth's

atmosphere and burns up, producing a bright streak of
light.
metaorita A meteor fragment that reaches Earth's sur-
face.

meteoroid A tiny piece of rock, some as small as dust,

that travels through space, believed to have come from
a comet.

meterThe metric unit of length.

migraw An adaptation in which a community moves
fiom one environment to another, where conditions
are more favorable.

Mill{y Way galaxy A large, disk-shaped group of stars

that somewhat resembles a pinwheel. Our solar system
is in the Milky Way gala;ry.

mineral A naturally occurring, solid inorganic (nonliv-
ing) substance with characteristic physical and chemi-
cal properties.

mitochondria A cell organelle where food is combined
with oxygen to produce energy.

mitosis Cell division in which a parent cell splits into
two identical daughter cells, each with a full set of
chromosomes.

moileThe measured result that appears most ollen.

molecule The smallest particle of a substance held to-
gether by chemical bonds.

moon Aball of rock that revolves around a planet.

moon phases The apparent changes in the shape of the
moon produced by the relative positions of the sun,

moon, and Earth.

motion A change in the position of an object relative to
another obiect, which is assumed to be at rest.

mountain A feature on Earth's surface that rises rela-

tively high above the surrounding landscape.

multicellular Organisms made up of many cells.

mutationA change in the genetic material.

N
natural gas A gaseous fossil fuel found trapped deep

underground, often with oil deposits.

natural selectionThe process that favors those organ-
isms that are best adapted to survive and reproduce.

nebula A large cloud of dust and gas in space. It is the
birthplace of stars.

nEhridia An excretory organ in an earthworm.

neuron Cells that make up the nervous system, which
receive and transmit information in the form of im-
pulses.

nsw moon The phase of the moon that occurs when
the moon is between Earth and the sun, so that the
moon cannot be seen from Earth.

nitrogen cycle A series of processes that circulate nitro-
gen into and out of the atmosphere and soil.

nonrenewable resources A resource that is not replen-
ished by nature within the time span of human his-
tory.

noua A bright flare-up of a star.

nuclear enery The energy stored within the nucleus of
an atom, used by,nuclear power plants to produce
elecuicity.

nuclear wasteThe poisonous, radioactive remains of
the materials used to fuel nuclear power plants.

nucleus The structure within the cell that controls cell

activities and contains genetic material.

nutrient A food substance that supplies an organism
with energy and with materials for growth and repair.

nutrition The process that includes ingestion, diges-
tion, and elimination.

o
occluded front An atmosphere boundary produced
when cool air is trapped and squeezed upward be-

tween a fast-moving cold front and a slow-moving
warm front.
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oll A thick black, Iiquid fossil fuel, found trapped un-
derground; also called petroleum.

omniuore An animal that can eat both plants and ani-
mals.

orbitThe path of an object in space that is revolving
around another object.

orbital speedThe speed of a revolving body at any
point in its orbit.
organ A group of tissues that act together to perform a

function.
organelle Small structures within cells that perform life
functions.

organism A living thing.
ouaries The female reproductive organs that produce
egg cells.

ouerpopulation A stress to a population when
there are more organisms than the ecosystem can
support.

otiducts Tubes that connect the ovaries to the uterus.

P
particulatps Fine particles that are added to the atmos-
phere.

perthefion The position in Earth's orbit when it is clos-
est to the sun.

petroleum A black, sticlqy, liquid fossil fuel also known
as crude oil.
phenomenon An observed event.

photasynthesis The process by which green plants pro-
duce food, using sunlight, carbon dioxide, and water;
oxygen is given offas a by-product.
plrysical change A change in the appearance of a sub-
stance that does not alter the chemical makeup of the
substance.

physical properties Characteristics ofa substance that
can be determined without changing the identity of
the substance.

pioneer species The first organism to appear in a barren
environment.
pitch Describes how high or low a sound is.

plain Abroad, flat landscape region at a low elevation,
usually made of layered sedimentary rocks.

planet A celestial body that orbits around a star, is
spherically shaped, and has no rocky obiects in its
orbit.
plateau A large area of Earth's surface made up of hori-
zontally layered rocks, found at a relatively high eleva-
tion.
platp tpctonics The theory that Earth's crust is broken
up into a number of large pieces, or plates, that
move and interact, producing many of Earth's surface
features.

pollutan* Harmful substances in the environment.

population All the members of a particular species that
live within a habitat.
potential energy Stored energy that an object has be-
cause of its position or chemical makeup.
predator An animal that hunts and kills for its food.
prey An animal that is hunted and eaten.

pimary succession Ecological succession that begins
from barren rock.

proboscis A tube found in some insects used to suck
nectar.

producer An organism that makes its own food. Most
producers are green plants.
production The making of products that we need.
profile The side view of a landform projected from a
straight line on a contour map.

o
quantitntiue Referrin g to measurab le am ounts.

R
radial symmetry Abody shape that is balanced around
a central point.
radiant energy A form ofkinetic energy that travels in
electromagnetic waves and is capable of traveling
through space.

radiation The transfer of energy in the form of waves.

rangeThe difference between the highest value and the
lowest value.

red giants A group of large stars that are cool and
bright.
regulation The process that helps an organism main-
tain a constant internal environment.
reliable Being accurate and trustworthy.
renewable resources A resource that is replenished by
nature within a relatively short time span.

rEroducible Can be repeated with the same results.

rEroduction The life process by which organisms pro-
duce new individuals, or offspring.
researdr Facts, data, and other published opinions on a
topic.

respiration (1) The process oftaking in oxygen from
the environment and releasing carbon dioxide and
water vapor. (2) See also cellular respiration.

reuolution The movement of an object in space around
another object, such as the revolution of the moon
around Earth.

ibosome A cell organelle in which proteins are made.

rock A natural, stony material composed of one or
more minerals.

roch cycle The never-ending series ofnatural processes
that change one t,?e of rock into another type of
rock.
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rotation The spinning of an object around its axis, such
as Earth around its axis.

s
science The study of the natural world.
scimtific methoil A step-by-step procedure used to solve
problems, which includes.making observations, doing
research, making hypotheses, doing experiments, and
drawing conclusions.
secondary succession Succession that begins with the
soil already in place.

seilimentary rock A rock formed from layers of parti_
cles, called sediments, that are cemented together
under pressure.

sex cells Cells that combine during sexual reproduc_
tion; sperm and egg

semtal reproiluction Reproduction that involves two
parents, producing offspring that are not identical to
either parent.

smog Ahaze in the atmosphere produced by the reac_
tion of sunlight with pollutants from cars and facto_
ries.

society A group of individuals who generally think and
interact in similar ways.

soil A mixture of small rock fragments, water, air, and
decayed organic material that covers much of Earth,s
land surface.

solar energy Energy from the sun.
solar system The sun and all the objects that revolve
around it, including the planets and their moons,
dwarf planets, asteroids, comets, and meteors.
sound A form of mechanical energy produced by a vi_
brating object.
sounil waues Altemating layers of compressed and ex_
panded air particles that spread our in all directions
from a vibrating object.
space probe It is a specially designed spacecraft rhar car_
ries robotic and sensory equipment in order to explore
a distant astronomical body.
speciation Formation of a new species.
species A group of organisms of the same kind that can
produce fertile offspring. The subgroups of a genus.
speeilThe distance traveled per unit of time, for exam_
ple, meters per second.
sperm cell The male sex cell.
sperm ducts Tubes through which sperm cells pass
upon leaving the testes.

spinal coril The thick cord of nerve tissue that extends
fiqp the brain down through the spinal column.
spiracles The tiny openings in an insect that are used to
take in air.

state A form, or phase, of matter: solid,
plasma.

station model Abbreviated weather data plotted for a
weather station on a weather map.
stationary fronf A boundary between a cold air mass
and a warm air mass and neither air mass moves the
other-

statistics Mathematical procedures that scientists use to
eraluate their results.

subduction zone Aconvergent plate boundary where a
more dense oceanic plate slides down under a less
dense continental plate.

supergiants A group of large stars that are cool and are
very bright.
synmetry Balanced around a central line or point.
systpm A group of related elements or parts that work
together for a common purpose.

T
technology The application of scientific knowledge and
other resources to develop new products and
processes.

tectonic forces Forces associated with the stress and
strain of rocks produced by crustal plate motion.
telescope An instrument used to observe a distant ob-
ject by collecting electromagnetic energy from the ob_
ject.

tendon A cordlike tissue that connects muscles to
bones.

testesThe male reproductive organs that produce
sperm cells.

rtreory A detailed explanation of large bodies of infor_
mation that withstands repeated testing.
thermal pollution An increase in the temperature of a
body of water, caused by human activities, that may be
harmful to living things in that environment.
thrustThe force that give an object forward motion.
thunderstorm A brief intense rainstorm that affects a
small area and is accompanied by thunder and Iight_
ning.

tiilesThe rise and fall in the level of the ocean,s waters
that take place twice each day.
tissue A group of similar cells that act together to per_
form a function.
topographic map A map that uses contour lines
to show the form and shape of the land,s physical fea_
tures.

tornado A violent whirling wind, sometimes visible as
a funnel-shaped cloud.

{

I

tornado alley An area
tornado risk.

the Mid-west that has a high

trachea The tube that connects the nose and mouth to
the bronchi, which lead to the lungs; also called the
windpipe.
fi aits Inherited characteristics.

and
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transform boundnry When a crustal plate slides side-
ways past another crustal plate.

trawport The process of moving materials throughout
an organism.
Tlopic of CancerThe latitude 23.5" north of the equa-
tor where the vertical rays of the sun strike on June 21.

Tlopic of Caprtcorn The latitude 23.5" south of the
equator where the vertical rays of the sun strike on De-
cember 21.

U
unicellular Consisting of one cell.

uniuerse It consists of space and all matter and energy
scattered throughout space.

uranium A radioactive element found in certain rocks
and used as a fuel for nuclear power plants.
uterus The organ of the female reproductive system
within which the offspring develop; also called the
womb.

V
uacuole An organelle in a plant cell that stores excess
water.

uaginaA female organ through which the offspring
emerges; the birth canal.

uariable Changeable conditions that can affect the re-
sults of an experiment.

vaiation Differences.

uascular An organism that is made up of a system of
channels or tiny tubes through which liquids are trans-
ported.

uein Ablood vessel that returns blood to the heart.

uelocity The speed of an obiect in a specific direction.
uolcanic actiuity The processes related to the movement
of liquid rock underground and on Earth's surface.

uolcano (1) An opening in Earth's surface through
which hot, liquid rock flows from deep underground.
(2) A mountain formed by a series of volcanic erup-
tions.

uolume The amount of space an object occupies.

W
warm front The boundary formed when a warm air
mass slides up and over a cool air mass.

water cycle The process in which water moves back and
forth between Earth's surface and the atmosphere by
means of evaporation, condensation, and piecipita--
tion.
wawr pollutionWater that contains substances that
make it harmful to peoplq animals, and plants.
waue A disturbance within a substance that transports
energy from one place to another place.

waaelengrtt The distance fiom one point on a wave to
the corresponding point in the next wave.

weatherThe short-term condition of the atmosphere
over a small area.

weather forecasting An attempt to make accurate pre-
dictions of future weather.

weathering The breaking down of rocks into smaller
pieces.

weather map A graphic representation of the weather
covering an area of Earth's surface at a specific time.
weight A measure of the gravitational pull exerted on
an object.

white dwarfs A group of hot, dim stars that are in the
final life-rycle stage.

z
zygate A fertilized egg cell.
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